Vector Vest:
www.vectorvest.com
Vector Vest 7 end of day:
Intra day 15 minute delay:
Real time:

$645 trial is $9.95
$895 trial $19.95
$1,295 + $96 per year for stock exchange fees trial $29.00

Add on: Pro trader:
Auto tester:
Watch dog:

$495 one time fee
$495 one time fee
$495 one time fee

Derby: in Real time shows how each strategy is working and costs $99 per month
WWW.TOPTENREVIEWS.COM to see a rating on Vector Vest!
What is VectorVest all about?
VectorVest has already done the work for you. In fact, VectorVest is the only system that analyzes, ranks and
graphs over 21,500 stocks everyday for Value, Safety and Timing. VectorVest is the only system that combines
fundamental and technical analysis to give you a complete picture of every stock and a clear Buy, Sell or Hold
recommendation. And VectorVest is the only system you can trust to keep you on the right side of the market.
“When I designed this system I did not have time to look through thousands of stocks. I needed answers fast
and that’s why I created VectorVest”
Dr. Bart DiLiddo
In 1978, Dr. Bart DiLiddo, Ph.D. began to create mathematical models that clearly define EXACTLY what causes a
stock’s price to rise or fall. No opinions. No guesswork.
He discovered that all the influencing factors could be summed up in mathematical value models, mathematical
safety models and mathematical timing models. After testing and retesting, he discovered that the models
worked.
Profits were reaped even during the worst recent stock market chaos. This stock market trend analysis system
has been proven over and over again.
The result is MAXIMUM PROFIT with MINIMUM RISK. It’s the most powerful stock analysis software available
anywhere at any price!
This amazing software is for any kind of individual investor. It’s easy to use. Just two or three clicks of your
mouse and you’ve got a world of powerful, objective information at your fingertips.
You get clear BUY signals, but you also get clear SELL or HOLD signals. This is important. Most investment
advisors will tell you to buy, but often too late. And they might tell you to sell. Again, often too late.

